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 “Than words, exploring and taking action makes much
noise”
Inquiry is the heart of IB, Our kids are inquirers by nature.
Inquiry can be done at anytime and anywhere about anything! As
a facilitator it’s our duty to propel the inquiry in to a meaningful
learning outcome. During the discussion of planet Earth, children
explored different types of rocks. Children were excited to explain
about it and carry out the discussion. During the inquiry process
one of our children shared her experience by showing different
types of stones and explained unique feature of each stone.
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Creative learning
“The beautiful thing about learning is that nobody can take it

away from you”.- B.B King
                    
Our little thinkers like fun way of learning to understand a concept . They use
class materials and things around at home to make models and explore more
about number combinations. They match sets in one to one correspondence to
determine which set has more objects and which has fewer objects. This
enables them to discover that one number is greater or less than other. In the
process they also learn how much more or less number is than another. 
                 Also it is interesting to watch kids learning numbers ,grouping into
2's,5's and 10's and making simple additions with materials available. This
practice instills confidence in calculation and builds a strong basis for addition
and subtraction.



 

''Stake holders play Vital role as Parent” 

Parent involvement in school activities creates a big impact in the 
child’s learning. Parent talk is a platform for parents to be a part
of the fraternity and share their experiences to the little ones in 
the form of stories or a casual talk. It gives them the opportunity 
to learn and interact at a very different level. The feedback from 
the children opens up newer avenues for them to explore and 
discuss.

 
 
 
 

 PARENT CHRONICLES



POCKET PHONICS

‘There is more treasure in books than in all the pirate’s loot
on Treasure Island. Walt Disney’

Research shows that phonics is taught in a structured manner. Starting with the easiest
sounds and progressing through to the most complex,  is the effective way of teaching
young children. Art as a mode of expression is extremely beneficial for our budding
bumblebees.  Our young learners creatively presented their understanding of Open vowels.
Some of them chose to draw pictures for the Open vowel words  while others illustrated the
story of JoJo’s Yo-Yo. The story left a lasting impression on their minds as they declared that
they too wanted to be best at something just as the protagonist in the story- JoJo. Their
focus and presentation skills were appreciable. Each child showcased his/her individuality
through their work. This activity helped enhance our learners’ comprehension skills.

 ‘There is no substitute for books in the life of a child. Mary Ellen Chase’



“Participants are winners than Winning or 
losing” 

It is very important to participate in physical activities .It 
gives  a confident and positive approach to take a step 
ahead .Every one runs towards winning but than winning 
taking actions to win makes us stronger. Sometimes losing 
also teach us to move forward,It gears them up to face 
bigger challenges in life with clarity. 



“Spring is nature’s way of saying, “Let’s party!”.-Robin Williams.
   
Spring season brings the joy of colors and a ray of hope in our lives, so does 
the smiles of children! We at TIPS celebrated the season by wearing yellow 
dress and making beautiful flower carpets. Children enjoyed making 
colorful flower carpets and the weather made them feel the warmth inside 
and outside. Nature is an important part of our lives. Celebrating and 
acknowledging nature should be part of our everyday lives. Hence we all
must spend some wonderful time in our gardens with plants, flowers and
beautiful butterflies in between these long screen hours in today’s 
unavoidable situation.



POT POURRI
 

“Small actions make a big difference”
 

It is very important that we value everyone. Responsibility is initiated  
from  our home,Parents are the first facilitators and lead us with good 
examples. Children will never know their strength  until responsibility 
are given to them. Independent actions enables them to become stronger 
and empowered.Children must be assured that it is ok to make mistakes 
and that we must learn from them.

 Lookout notice:
International Women's day

World wildlife day
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